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The idea of Chalk River providing a nucleus for research into toxicology
occurred to us about a year ago. To be precise, it occurred to Dr. Marko, and
it is a very logical extension of the kind of work that we have been doing
because indeed we have been doing work in toxicology here since the early
forties. It was a particular kind of toxicology, you might call it
radiotoxicology.

Basic research has been performed at Chalk River for well over 40 years
and so we have a long history of doing research in a number of fields; I
thought I'd like to take a little bit of your time this morning to romp through
some of those fields. "Romp" because it covers quite a broad range and I would
hope to just touch lightly on a large number of them in order to give you some
overall idea of what we do here at AECL. Many of you are probably not familiar
with AECL so I thought it might be worthwhile to tel! you briefly what AECL is:
It's a Crown Corporation owned by the Government of Canada, operated under a
Board of Directors. We now have a full complement of 12 directors and the
chairman is Basil Beneteau formerly of Northern Electric. The president of the
corporation is Jim Donnelly and the company is organized into four sub-
companies which are shown in Fig. 1. The one that most people think about when
they think of AECL is CANDU Operations. They're in Toronto and they design the
CANDU reactors, and in some cases, they build them (particularly if they're to
be built in a foreign country). There are two divisions in Ottawa, the
Radiochemical Company, which sells isotopes, most of them made in the NRU
reactor at Chalk River, and it also sells industrial irradiators. This is
quite a big business; they have roughly 70% of the world market for cobalt-60
and about 70% of the market for industrial irradiators. The Medical Division
sells accelerator and cobalt therapy units and the high specific activity
cobalt that is used in the latter. Finally, there is the Research Company.
The Research Company has two sites. Chalk River and Whiteshell, with
approximately 3000 employees, about 2000 of them are here and about 1000 at
Whiteshell. Of those employees about 800 arc scientists, engineers and
technicians and the rest are reactor operators, firemen, guards, tradesmen and
others needed to provide the appropriate "infrastructure" for nuclear research.
The other thing that might surprise you is thai CANDU Operations, Radiochemica!
Company, and Medical Products are all self-supporting. They get no money from
the government and in good years, they make money which can be funnelled back
to us. The Research Company, until 19X5, was almost entirely funded by the
Federal Government, but in 1985 the Government announced that it would no
longer be our sole support and that we'd better look to our own means. Thus
the Company was reorganized in order to cope with the planned cut in government
funding of one half of its 1985/86 amount. The new organization looks like



this (.Fig. 2). The President is Stan Hatcher, whom you will meet tonight. Then
there are four operating groups. They're called program responsibility centres
and they are. the hi-art of the Research Company. Each one of them operates at
both sites. Reactor Development does research that supports the existing & new
reactors. The work is roughly equally divided between the two sites. The
largest program in Waste Management is fuel waste management and that's done at
Whiteshell, but the low and intermediate waste management program, a much
smaller one,' is mostly done at Chalk River. The function of Radiation
Applications & Isotopes might not be so obvious to you. Their main job is to
develop accelerators for industrial irradiation purposes, to look at new
methods of separating isotopes (heavy water, uranium and the like), and to
develop new radioisotopes for use by the Radiochemical Company. Finally there
is Physics and Health Sciences, which I'd like to talk a little bit more about.

As I mentioned earlier, basic research on fission started about 1940 in
NRC Ottawa and the Montreal labs. It moved to Chalk River in 1944 when NRX
was being built and it has been going strong ever since. Not in every field of
course. Generally those strongly related to the reactor business such as those
listed in Fig. 3. I've divided them into two groups, the Physics group and the
Health Sciences group. We do not try to do everything. That's impossible with
a small staff, but we try to do what we do do extremely well. Nuclear physics
was one of the first programs at Chalk River, as you might well imagine.
Later, :he field of heavy ion nuclear physics was practically invented at Chalk
River j.jst after we received the world's first tandem accelerator in 1958.
Since that time we have tended to concentrate on it and now we concentrate
almost entirely on what's called heavy ion physics. We also more recently got
into a program which I've called astrophysical neutrino physics, probably
neutrino astronomy might be a better way to put it. Since the very early
fifties, we've had a strong program in condensed matter physics. In 1985, the
government gave us the responsibility for running the national fusion program,
and we've quickly learned to do that.

In Health Sciences, we've had programs in biology since before the end of
the war. Naturally, we had to have programs in dosimetry and environmental
sciences. When Chalk River started, almost nothing was known about
radiodosimetry and the behaviour of radioactive materials in the environment.
We have been environmentalists here long before the word was popular.

It's interesting I think just to digress for a moment here and to discuss
the notion that change is particularly rapid now, so rapid that we cannot be
expected to cope with all the changes. Recently we had the fortieth
anniversary of NRX. Today we're having the thirtieth anniversary (this is a
very busy day) of NRU. In both cases, these reactors were given historical
plaques by the American Nuclear Society. At the time of the unveiling of the
NRX plaque, some of the old timers were present and it was interesting to hear
their stories. Fission, of course, was the fundamental physics that started us
all off. It was discovered in 1939. The NRX reactor was conceived in the
summer of '44, it was committed in the winter of '44, it was designed and built
in '45 & '46, and commissioned by 1947, only 8 years after the discovery of a
fundamentally new, totally unexpected phenomenon. There was an investigation
held subsequently to find out why it took so long. This reactor was designed
and built by people who had never seen, or designed or built any reactor, who



had never talked to anyone who had designed or built a reactor. NRX is still
running. It only runs one day a week because we can't afford to nan it any
oftener but it can still do useful work. I think there's a lesson for us here,
but 1 won't say what it is.

I would like to say a few more words about each one of our programs now,
if you will permit me. The first one, heavy ion nuciear physics is based on a
very large facility called TASCC. It is in fact much our largest program;
TASCC is an acronym standing for Tanden: Accelerator Superconducting Cyclotron.
The superconducting cyclotron is the heart of the matter. It boosts the energy
of the particles coming out of the tandem by roughly a factor of ten and puts
us into a whole new area of research. The superconducting cyclotron was a
Chalk River innovation. It was conceived here, it was designed and built here
by our Accelerator Physics branch. When it was proposed, cyclotron experts
said it would never work. Now it's the standard for the industry. No one will
ever again build another conventional cyclotron in this energy region. H
started to operate about two years ago. Fig. 4 will give you some idea of it.
The large tandem existed, we've had it since 1967 and now we've added an
energy booster to it. The superconducting cyclotron, which as you can see, is
very much smaller than the tandem even though it enormously increases the power
of the facility. The purpose of the facility is to enable us to do essentially
any heavy ion nuclear physics experiment that is possible. TASCC is a unique
facility in Canada. There are three comparable facilities in the world, one in
France, one in Germany, and one in the United States. They're not identical to
this. The great virtue of ours is that it was built for a small fraction of
the cost of the ones in other countries, which is I think a Canadian
prerequisite. TASCC enables us to accelerate any ion so that we can induce a
nuclear reaction between any two elements in the periodic table. Therefore for
the first time we're able to choose a reaction which is right for the problem
we want to study, rather than having to take what nature gave us. Because the
superconducting cyclotron was a brand-new concept, it was decided by our Board
of Directors that we should build it in two parts. The proof of principle part
is roughly what you see here: the tandem, the means of getting the beam from
the tandem into the cyclotron for injection, and bringing the beam out of the
cyclotron through the big analyzing magnet. When you are able to do that, come
on back and we'll see if we'll give you the rest of the money. So we did that.
We went back a year ago February and said we'd done what you asked, please can
we have the rest of the money and they very kindly said yes. The rest of the
money goes to building the system that takes the beam from the cyclotron to
equipment in the target rooms. We have several very large, rather
sophisticated pieces of equipment, not all of which are shown here. A
temporary beam line was put in so that we could do experiments while the Phase
II, as we call it, was in progress. One such piece of equipment is a very fine
on-line isotope separator. It is unique in the world, it is characterized by
the fact that it has very high transmission, and for a separator, extremely
high resolution. In fact, the resolution is so high that it can be used as a
low resolution mass spectrometer. It is more or less accessible to the beam as
of this moment. Not shown is a large gamma spectrometer we call the 8-pi
spectrometer. It's a joint program equally funded by NSERC and by AECL and
built together with the Universities of Montreal and McMaster. It is a five
million dollar piece of equipment and unquestionably the best of its kind in
the world. We also have a large, very high precision mass spectrometer. The



beam cannot get to it at the present time. In January we will shut down for
six months to begin the installation of the beam transport system to distribute
the beam to where we want it, at the various pieces of experimental equipment
that we have. There is another proposal for a large device to help us do
reaction studies. We hope to be funded in the same way, jointly by NSERC and
by AECL. In this case we have a collaborative program with the Universities of
Toronto and Laval.

Going from our largest program to our smallest program takes us to
neutrino astronomy. Although this is a very big project, our role in it is
small but crucial. SNO is a multi-national collaboration of several Canadian
institutions (NRC, ourselves, and the universities, Queen's preeminently) plus
Princeton, University of California, and Oxford. The idea is to attack the
solar neutrino problem with which you may be familiar. The number of neutrinos
observed at earth coming from the sun does not agree with rather well
authenticated solar models. It's a big problem and people have worried about
it for a couple of decades. SNO could tell us whether neutrinos have a mass or
not, which is probably one of the most important problems in physics and
cosmology right now. It can tell us about another crucially important point i.i
particle physics, whether electron neutrinos have different forms and transform
back and forth between them. These are compelling reasons to be involved.
Another reason is that the detector requires 1000 tonnes of heavy water and at
the moment, unfortunately, AECL has a surplus of heavy water. Canada is also
involved because there is a nickel mine in Sudbury called the Creighton Mine, a
very modern, very deep mine that is in fact ideal for this work. Neutrinos
have a very, very small interaction cross-section, so in order to screen out
cosmic ray background, it's necessary to put the detector very far underground.
This detector will be put at the 6800 foot level in the Creighton Mine. The
mine is almost entirely automated, very clean, the temperature is rather low
for a deep mine. There is only one underground laboratory in the world which
is deeper. It's in India where the conditions are nowhere near as conducive to
good research as here. Just to give you an idea of what the detector looks
like, you can see that access from the shaft is obtained by what is called the
SNO drift. The cavern, when completed by INCO, will be the largest cavern in
the world at such a depth. It is quite an engineering feat to make a cavern
this large in the rock. The 1000 tonnes of heavy water in the detector, on
loan from AECL, is worth something like 250 to 300 million dollars. It's
enough heavy water to stock about two CANDU 600 reactors.

The program in condensed matter physics is nearly as old as the nuclear
physics program. NRU is 30 years old today, but it is still a very good source
of neutrons. It's no longer the highest flux reactor in the world, but it has
properties that make it very well suited for this type of work. Neutrons are
important in solid state physics because their wave length is right, that is
their wave length is about the same as the spacing of the atoms, and their
energy, being thermal, is just right for the excitations in the material. Of
course, condensed matter physics is a huge field and we don't do everything in
it. One of the areas that we do work in is the magnetic properties of matter
because unlike x rays a neutron has a magnetic moment. We also study the
structure of biological materials. One of the things we've done is to
determine the structure of cobra venom, so there's some relation to toxicology!
Properties of liquid helium is another area in which we have made very large



contributions. Again, the condensed matter program is carried out in strong
collaboration with universities. Just to give you some idea, Fig. 5 shows a
new spectrometer, actually two spectrometers, that we're building in
collaboration with several universities. It too is half-funded by NSERC and
by AECL. We hope to have that operating in a couple of years at most. It will
greatly expand our ability to do magnetic research and also it speeds up
structure determinations by roughly a factor of a hundred. Fig. 6 shows yet
another piece of equipment. Conceived at Chalk River, it's a horizontal field
superconducting magnet. It's entirely funded by the universities and built by
Oxford Instruments It's unique because it has a very lurge high horizontal
magnetic field with 360 degrees unrestricted access. If you think about that
for awhile you will realize that it is quite a trick. Fig. 6 also shows cne of
our triple axis spectrometers. You can see the monochrornator drum with Dan
Tennant standing on ii; the sample holder is at the center of the band of the
large cylinder (the magnet) in the center, the analyzer is the small cylinder
to the left, and detector is at the far left.

The final program that ! will talk about is the Notional Fusion Program.
There are three parts, the magnetic confinement program based on the Tokamak de
Varennes in Quebec operated by Hydro-Quebec. There has to be an Ontario one
too of course and it's on the materials and fuels from fusion and operated by
Ontario Hydro. Finally there is an important international program which we
run ourselves and which is becoming very important r.owadays, particularly since
it looks as though ITER, the big Russian/American/Uuropeau Tokamak, is actually
going ahead. Agreement has been struck and it awaits only the signature of
Gorbachev and Reagan. Canada has miraculous'y been able to get in on it.

I'm not going to say a great deal about biological studies because large
parts of it are the subject of this workshop and I hope you will learn more
about it during the next two days. 1 will just give you some idea of the
variety of things that we do. We work in hvperthermia, looking at cancer
promotion and the reverse. I would love to tell you about cancer screening. I
have some lovely viewgraphs here but I'm afraid I would be stealing Norm
Centner's thunder so I won't do that. It's very exciting. We do work, and
have done for a long time, in risk estimates in humans, broken down as you can
see, into effects of energy production on health, a study of radiation workers
(that's a retrospective study), toxicity of tritium, and a lot of work on input
to national and international standards on radiation protection. Work in
dosimetry could be very useful for non-radioactive toxins because of the
experience we have in calculating doses, developing metabolic models and the
development of instruments for measuring doses. Last but not least, of course,
we have environmental research and there we measure the movement and behaviour
of toxic materials in the atmosphere, in groundwater and in surface water, and
we develop models to predict this behaviour. We are very fortunate to have a
well characterized, very large exclusion area of 10 000 acres; you drove
through it as you came in. We can do things there that is the envy of people
who work in Europe and Japan, and we can do things there that it's difficult to
impossible to do anywhere else in Canada. It's a very valuable resource and we
hope that you will be able to make use of it. One of the things that has been
done recently here using the exclusion area is to study the dispersion of
tritium in fne atmosphere. The experiment was done last summer with
collaborators from France, Germany, United States, Japan and several other labs



from Ontario. It involved the release of hydrogen tritide when the wind was
blowing in the appropriate direction. A very large number of studies were done
with the aim of finding out what the conversion rate of the hydrogen tritides
to HTO (tritiated water) was, because tritiated water is as you know about
10 000 times more toxic than the gas. It's very important to know the rate of
transformation because if fusion reactors go ahead, and as more and more
tritium is separated from heavy water in CANDU reactors, there will be large
amounts of tritium around, particularly if an accident should occur. The
results of the field study are not entirely in but they say that the conversion
rate is very small.

I have taken all my time and I will stop. If there are any questions, I
would be happy to try to answer them. Thank you.
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